
1、A.Unclench the cover of speaker.
      B.And then take out the plastic sheet.
      C.Finally, get out of screws.

2、A.Cover the head of gearlever firstly;
   B.Hold the central control panel to take out
       the frame.

3、Pull out the central control panel as the
      picture show

4、Take out the screws on the left of
   CD changer and air conditioner.

5、Take out the screws on the right of
   CD changer and air conditioner.

6、Pull out the CD changer & air conditioner &
   power wiring harness as the picture shows.

7、Take out the panel of  air conditioner as
      shown on the picture. 8、Unclench and pull up the cover of gear lever 9、Take out screw highlighted with red frame

10、Firstly, Take out the cover of as well as
         its screws ;
       Secondly, take out the big frame shown on
       the picture and pull out the wiring harness.

11、Connect the power wiring harness to the
        original power out wiring harness as shown
        on pictures.

12、Put the wiring harness of monitor through
the bottom and then fix the gear lever back
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13、Connect with the wiring harness of
        hand brake 14、Fix the cover as the car  original design 15、Connect  the AUX OUT wiring harness

       as picture show

16、Unclench the right side grid cover 17、Fix the antenna of GPS on the foam

18、Take out the cover of air outlet of air
        conditioner;
        Put the antenna of GPS in the  central
        control station
        Fix the grid cover of speaker back.

19、Fix the secure device of speaker as
    the picture show

20、Fix speaker into the hole on the centrol control
station. 21、Screw and fix the speaker

22、Firstly, Connect the wiring harness
         of original CD changer & air
onditioner.
         Secondly, fix & screw the CD changer

& air conditioner back

23、Insert the relativtive all these wiring
harnesses into the monitor 24、Connect the AV cable
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25、Take down the protection film.
    Fix the monitor as the picture shows

26、Fix &screw the securing device of monitor.
27、Connect the flat cable to key control box corretly
and then fix the key control box.

28、Close the unclenched cover of speaker
     to finish the assemble of monitor

29、If you need take out the key control
box, please press the box gently from up to
down.

1、Bore a hole in the bumper, whose
   diameter is Φ10MM

2、Dismount the right rear taillight as
   the picture shows

3、Fix the Camera on bumper and connect
with camera connecting wiring harness
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4、Fix the filter box on the right rear
taillight & connect with connecting wiring
harness

5、Note: Connect the black cable of rear
taillight with the black cable of monitor.
         Connect the green & white cable of
rear taillight with the blue one of monitor.
         Enwrap the cable "B+" with tape from
touching with others

6、Fix the CCD cable on the socket of real
taillight and enwrap the cable with electrical
tape as shown on the former step

7、Fix the connecting wiring harness on
rear box of car as the picture shows

8、Put through the wiring cable from the
right side of rear box as the picture shows

9、The picture of camera connecting wiring
   harness

10、Put the camera connecting cable
through along the right door as the picture
shows

11、The position to fix the camera
         connecting cable

12、Put the cable through the assistant
    driver seat  as the picture shows

13、The parking sensor is assembled then



The scketch to connect all accessories

   Monitor

Camera

Step 19-21, speaker of central control station
 
  speaker

Plug of wiring harness
of monitor

Camera connecting wiring harness

GPS Antenna

Step 23:connect antenna of GPS

Step 13：Connect the hand brake cable

   The audio wiring harness

 As the step 15：insert the AUX OUT
wiring harness

 Step 11: insert power wiring harness

Power wiring harness

Step 23:Insert the socket of wire
harness of monitor

Step 1-4:assemble of camera

Step 25: fix Securing device of monitor

 Step 5-6: fix the camera wiring harness
Step23-26：Fix the monitor
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